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[Song begins: Motorola]

#17 MOTOROLA TV

ZEROS
Remember the day we bought the Motorola
With the genuine woodgrained cabinet?
She was the queen of the magic machines
And she could fulfill your wildest dreams.
Her face was a shiny grey
The day she came out of the packing.
We sat and stared for about an hour
Before we even plugged her in.
She was the wavelength we wanted to ride.
She was the great escape.

[Musical Vamp]

[Some kind of dialogue goes in here – Rocky & Bullwinkle or
something]

(ZEROS)
It didn't take long to be an expert
On her care and feeding.
Give her the juice and then turn her loose
To your undivided attention.
And what did she give you
When you gave her little dial a spin?
Your pick of half-a-dozen happy plots
Where the good guys always win.
'Cause she was the key to impartial justice
She was the link to life.

[Musical Vamp]

[More dialogue goes here – ending with "Why? Because we LIKE you!"]

(ZEROS)
Remember the old cartoons where folks were practically
immortal?
They could swallow half-a-ton of TNT and in the next scene
they'd be fit as a fiddle?
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Some day I swear we'll sneak inside her in between
commercials.
We'll be like the other folks who live inside,
The ones who never really died.
We'll take the leap to immortality,
Turn on the station of life!

PETE
(standing up with an air-mic, like a TV reporter)
Today, a remarkable campaign in the battle for justice was
won by the heroic Zero Club members waging a brilliant
demonstration outside the headquarters of General Dynamo.
At the unveiling of the new Mini-Man Missile, Zero Members
stages a massive "Laugh Blast" to protest the deploykent
of these new missiles throughout the world.  The Zeros
caused such a stupendous change in public opinion that the
President himself, a former supporter of the Mini-Man,
ordered a completely turnaround in the entire arms race
thus saving a world that was headed for the brink.  I
think I speak for all fo us when I say, from the bottom of
my heart – thank you Zeros! We thank you! America thanks
you! The world thanks you.  Intelligent life throughout
the universe thanks you.

PETE
Wait 'til tonight, I swear we'll crawl
Inside her silver tube!

SHEILA
And I'll say "Baby come and get me in a half-an-hour,
When my theme song's playing and my credits are rolling!

ZEROS, PETE & SHEILA
Don't you kind of wish the world was black and white,
The way it used to be?
Don't you kind of wish that you could live your life
In an old Motorola TV?
In an old Motorola with a thirty-six inch screen!
Old Motorola with a rabbit-ear antenna!
In an old Motorola TV!
A Motorola! A Motorola...

[End Of Song #17 Motorola TV]


